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In a recent investigation Snyder et nJ. (1963)"foun(l aW ong (Mirrelatitm between 
tiu' daily average velocity of solar wind ineasurcHl witl| the space probe Manner 
2 at a.distaiKte of 0.7 to 1.0 AIT and the geomagnetic pikmcttary index K^ , ftir the 
M 17; 1902. Tliev ctmipared tHfe average |ilasina velocity 
with data on daily mean cosmic ray intensity and alsb the dtnrnal variatiohs 
cosmic ray intensity but found no significant correlations. Snyder (1964) (calcu­
lated the number density, temperature and energy density Kev/cm® of the inter- 
pfafi^tary plasma with certain simplyfVing assumptions (e.g. Maxwell^loltsmiann 
velocity^ distribution etc.) In the present study a power spectnim analysis 
(Blat^kmah anclTSikey 1958) iV made on the daily mean energy density Yactnally 
daily average of three hour averages) and thi‘ daily mean (»o»mic ray intensity 
r(‘corded at Climax for the period Aug. 29 thru. Dec. 17, 1962. Fig. J shows the
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Fig. ]
(TOSS covariance function from -  10 to 4 5 days. It (^ an be seen from Fig. 1 
that the cross covariance reaches a maximum value around —2 to —1 days. 
The linear cross correlation coefficient corresponding to the peak in Pig. 1 is 4 (1.56 i  0.06. The power spectrum of each of the time series shows that they 
have approximately same perioflicities of the order of 26 days and the cross spe<^ -
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train indicates that the maximum contribution to the cross covariance comes 
from periods of the same order.
In view of the present day accepted theories of cosmic ray intensity variations, 
interplaheiary pla^mh Variations and geomagnetic distarbanoea'the lao^ o f depen* 
dence of varia^ons en kiiietic pressure otinteip laneta^ et at,
1963) and the present correlation of cosmic ray intensity changes with the energy 
density, particularly the phase lag, are interesting. The computations will be 
extended to the plasma data collected in 1963 for well over six months (Snyder
1964) and if the present results are confirmed many important conclusions can be 
arriv^ r^ rd in g interplanotarj' gas dynamics and solar modulation of galactic 
cosmic rays.
., The author wishes to, thank Prof., Conway W. Snyder of the Jet Propulsion 
laboratory for providing the plasma data and for helpful discussions. T|ip 
co i^ e  ,jray dataware taken, from CP>PL f  series.
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